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Introducing Crypto Sports

Crypto Sports builds a bridge between eSports and the crypto world, offering 
gamers and developers innovative ways to connect and provide opportunities 
for every gamer, whether casual or professional, to make money by doing what 
they love, thanks to the Crypto Sports Network and the cryptocurrency, CSPN. 
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Introducing the Crypto Sports Network

With the Crypto Sports Network, our key focus is to maximize our 
development in the blockchain technology alongside other integrations for 
gamers and developers. The vision of the network is to offer gamers a 
new and comfortable environment providing them with full support where 
they can connect with other gamers, stay up to date on the latest eSports 
news, increase their fan base and connect with followers & clan members. 
In addition to this, gamers can also win prizes in CSPN by playing against 
fellow gamers, participating in tournaments or taking part in eSports bets. 
This also gives a way for gamers to purchase hard- and software as well 
as merchandise with their earned CSPN coins within our very own eStore.
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The Crypto Sports Network platform functionality

Profiles 
• Gamer: Users can register free gamer profiles on the CSPN platform 

where they can share their information, embed media channels, and 
link to external profiles like facebook, twitter, ESL, etc. Every Gamer  
account gets its own CSPN web wallet to make use of the CSPN services. 

• Clan: Gamers can create clans and invite other gamers to it. The clan  
owner can give permissions to chosen clan members to administrate and  
manage the clan. Every clan gets its own web wallet where members can  
deposit CSPN to set up a clan masternode or play matches for CSPN against 
other clans.
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• Company: Company accounts need to go through a verification process first.  
Once verified, companies can create their own tournaments and make use of 
the advertising and crowd funding functionality the CSPN platform provides. 

Communication
Users can communicate with each other by using the provided chat and blogging 
functionality.  

Matches
Gamers/clans can search & find matches to play against other gamers/clans for 
CSPN. Both sides agree on a specific CSPN amount to put into the prize pot and 
the winner gets it all. Crypto Sports provides solutions for clarification in the case 
of disputes like uploading demos and screenshots. The prize pot would be locked 
until both sides agree on the result / the dispute is resolved.
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Tournaments
Gamers/clans can participate in tournaments to win prizes in CSPN. Official tour-
nament matches are being supervised by CSPN staff members. 

Contests
Users can participate in different contests to win prizes in CSPN. Tasks can vary 
from designing a new header image up to winning the most 1on1 matches in a 
certain period of time.

eSports bets & lottery
Users can take part in eSports bets and the official Crypto Sports lottery to  
gamble for CSPN. This functionality might be restricted to certain locations for 
legal reasons.
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Livestreaming
Viewers have the ability to support Let‘s Players by sending tips in CSPN as well as 
executing interactions to have some fun with the other viewers and to help the 
streamer climb up the Crypto Sports scoreboard.

Masternode service
The CSPN platform provides a fully web based easy masternode setup  
functionality giving the possibility to fully manage masternode rewards. This 
way clans can easily setup automatic reward sharing with their clan members.

Shared masternode service
The CSPN platform provides a shared masternode service for investors that don‘t 
have enough coins to run a CSPN masternode on their own.
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Crowdfunding
Verified game developers can use the Crypto Sports crowd funding functionality to 
raise funds for their projects in CSPN and let funders take part in its development.

eStore
In the Crypto Sports eStore users are able to buy gaming hardware & 
equipment, software in form of digital download codes & license keys as well as 
merchandise with CSPN.

News blog
The Crypto Sports news blog keeps users up to date about what‘s actually  
happening in the eSports world.

Further functionality will be revealed upon development.
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Introducing the Crypto Sports Currency (CSPN)

CSPN stands for Crypto Sports Network and is also the core of the 
eponymous  platform. Besides Proof-of-Stake (PoS), CSPN also provides 
Masternode (MN) functionality which is fully integrated into the Crypto Sports 
ecosystem and allows instant and secure private peer to peer trans-
actions within the Crypto Sports Network.
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CSPN Specifications

Name: Crypto Sports
Ticker: CSPN
Algo: Quark
Type: MN / PoS
Reward split: 80% / 20%
Block reward: 3 CSPN (annually 
decreasing by 6.7%)
Block time: 60s
MN collateral: 1337 CSPN (l33t)
Max supply: 13.37M CSPN
Premine: 850k CSPN
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CSPN Profit Diagram 1 / 2
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Blocks  
(from - to)

1,051 - 
4,999

5,000 -
525,599

525,600 -
1,051,199

1,051,200 -
1,576,799

1,576,800 -
2,102,399

2,102,400 -
2,627,999

Block 
reward 1 CSPN 3 CSPN 2.8 CSPN 2.61 CSPN 2.44 CSPN 2.27 CSPN

MN 
reward 0.8 CSPN 2.4 CSPN 2.24 CSPN 2.088 CSPN 1.952 CSPN 1.816 CSPN

PoS 
reward 0.2 CSPN 0.6 CSPN 0.56 CSPN 0.522 CSPN 0.488 CSPN 0.454 CSPN

PoW phase: block 1 (premine), block 2 - 1,050 (0.25 CSPN)
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Blocks  
(from - to)

2,628,000 - 
3,153,599

3,153,600 -
3,679,199

3,679,200 -
4,204,799

4,204,800 -
4,730,399

4,730,400 -
5,255,999

5,256,000 -
end

Block 
reward 2.12 CSPN 1.98 CSPN 1.85 CSPN 1.72 CSPN 1.61 CSPN 1.5 CSPN

MN 
reward 1.696 CSPN 1.584 CSPN 1.48 CSPN 1.376 CSPN 1.288 CSPN 1.2 CSPN

PoS 
reward 0.424 CSPN 0.396 CSPN 0.37 CSPN 0.344 CSPN 0.322 CSPN 0.3 CSPN

CSPN Profit Diagram 2 / 2



The Public Redemption

We are excited to announce our plans to merge 3 communities 
into 1 by providing a swap for HTRC, VYI and GOSS to CSPN. 
The public redemption will take place on a fully automated 
platform and will last 5 weeks giving the following swap ratios:

week 1 (HTRC only): 250:1 | week 2: 250:1 | week 3: 275:1 | 
week 4: 300:1 | week 5: 325:1

We provide a full swap for HTRC and VYI and a partial swap for 
GOSS, giving GOSS the same amount of CSPN as we give to VYI. 
HTRC and VYI will be removed from all exchanges before the redemp-
tion takes place. More information and dates will be released soon.
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The Crypto Sports Roadmap for 2018 & 2019

December 2018

1. Get CSPN ready.

2. Prepare the redemption platform for automated swapping of HTRC,  

 VYI & GOSS to CSPN.

3. Publish the Crypto Sports landing page.
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Q1 2019

1. Release the CSPN wallet to the public.

2. Let the public redemption take place.

3. List CSPN on first exchange.

4. Publish the official Crypto Sports website.

5. Create the promotional banner and advertise CSPN.

6. Closed alpha testing the Crypto Sports Network platform (CSPN platform) 

 base functionality: 

 - gamer & clan profiles 

 - chat & blogging functionality 

 - match system
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Q2 2019

1. Release of the official Crypto Sports whitepaper.

2. Closed beta testing the CSPN platform base functionality (Community involved).

3. Open beta release of the CSPN platform.

4. Extend the CSPN platform functionality by implementing the tournament 

 and livestreaming system with CSPN tip functionality for Let’s Players.

Q3 2019

1. Promote the first CSPN tournament.

2. Present the CSPN platform to potential partners.

3. Extend the CSPN platform functionality by implementing the contest system.
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Q4 2019

1. Implement the masternode (full node) service into the CSPN platform.

2. Present the eSports betting system to potential partners (closed beta).

3. Create the Crypto Sports promotional video as part of the marketing 

 campaign for 2020.

Further exchange listings will be revealed upon development and are not 

specified in the roadmap.
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Final Words

We, the Crypto Sports team, are very excited about the merge of HTRC, VYI and 
GOSS into CSPN and we are looking forward to experience this journey with you 
together as a great community.

Stay informed about the state of development by joining the official Crypto Sports 
Discord server: https://discord.gg/vVqU7b7 
and Telegram group: https://t.me/joinchat/JN8SKE2LzFruJ2Afqme3HQ .

Thank you for reading.

- Your Crypto Sports team -
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